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ABSTRACT
The amount of Android apps available for download is constantly increasing, exerting a continuous pressure on developers to publish outstanding apps. Google Play (GP) is the default distribution channel for Android apps, which provides mobile app users with metrics to identify and report apps quality such as rating, amount of downloads, previous users comments, etc. In addition to those metrics, GP presents a set of top charts that highlight the outstanding apps in different categories. Both metrics and top chart apps help developers to identify whether their development decisions are well valued by the community. Therefore, app presence in these top charts is a valuable information when understanding the features of top-apps.

In this paper we present Hall-of-Apps, a dataset containing top charts’ apps metadata extracted (weekly) from GP, for 4 different countries, during 30 weeks. The data is presented as (i) raw HTML files, (ii) a MongoDB database with all the information contained in app’s HTML files (e.g., app description, category, general rating, etc.), and (iii) data visualizations built with the D3.js framework.
A first characterization of the data along with the urls to retrieve it can be found in our online appendix: https://bit.ly/2ulKxS8.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Web mining; • Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in ubiquitous and mobile computing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, there are almost three million apps in the Google Play Store (GP)[3]; this number is increasing every year as developers’ interests are focused more on mobile development [1]. Nevertheless, success of mobile apps do not rely only on the uniqueness of the idea, but also on the capabilities of the app’s owner team. Since GP uses ratings and comments as a way to measure acceptance of an app by the users, mobile app developers must be aware of the needs, recommendations, requests and errors that users report at GP. Because of this, if a new app is planned to be released, a comprehensive study of the behavior of similar apps through time should be done to ensure the success of the app. Although, current approaches for defining this release strategies are built using small samples of alike apps and in some cases they only use snapshots (i.e., a period of time of the whole app story). Therefore, analyzing information extracted from incomplete apps histories, can lead to improper definitions of the factors that characterize the success of an application over time [25], [6].

To help developers and researchers when dealing with release engineering and app store analysis (for Android apps) based on poor datasets, we have extracted and processed the metadata of GP categories’ top charts for 4 different countries along 30 weeks. This information is publicly available in the Hall-of-Apps [7] dataset. With Hall-of-Apps, we aim to provide practitioners and researchers with a dataset that takes into account changes over time of apps published in the GP. We expect Hall-of-Apps will enable the study of trends and features of the apps that survive in GP top charts after several weeks, in different countries. Additionally, it could enrich the set of available resources for developers to generate solid release strategies based on particular characteristics that make apps successful.
Hall-of-Apps includes metadata information (e.g., description, price, category, collection), and user feedback-related information such as reviews and ratings.

Prior to the release of Hall-of-Apps, most of the existing datasets have focused on extracting metadata from GitHub and GP [9], finding rapid releases on GitHub projects [16] or discovering permissions changes [30]. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no publicly available dataset that contains raw and weekly-indexed information about top apps stored in GP which takes into account metadata over different periods of time.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes Hall-of-Apps and preliminary statistics about the data; in particular, Section 2.1 presents the methodology used to extract and parse the data, and Section 2.2 details the used storage mechanism. Section 3 shows the faced limitations and challenges. Previous research and related datasets are presented in Section 4. On top of that, potential uses and improvements to the dataset are depicted in Section 5. Finally, our conclusions are presented in Section 6.
In Fig. 1). Finally, in Fig. 1) with three collections: (i) top free and (ii) top paid, therefore, we collected top 100 apps for 66 collections plus the editor choice list.

Additionally, in order to enhance the capabilities of our dataset, for each week we extracted the aforementioned information from four countries with different languages: Brazil, Colombia, Germany, and USA. The current release of Hall-of-Apps has the metadata of more than 670K apps\(^2\) (~22k per week) and about 19M reviews.

2.1 Data extraction

Fig. 1 depicts the extraction process executed weekly to obtain the information stored in the dataset. The process consists of two phases:

Scraping and HTML parsing.

Google Play Scraping: This phase consists of extracting the HTML representation of each app belonging to the top charts (free and paid) of 33 categories and the ECL. To do this, we created two NodeJS scripts: the first one in charge of extracting the list of apps in all the categories’ top chart, and the second one in charge of going through the aforementioned list extracting the associated HTML file for each element of the list.

In order to build the first script, we had to understand how the GP URLs were created, therefore, we analyzed the URLs of the 67 top charts to identify existing patterns (1 in Fig. 1); as a result, we identified that GP had a predefined URL template capable of pointing to any category’s top chart after performing small changes. The template is:

\[
\text{https://play.google.com/store/apps/category/\{CA\}/collection/\{COL\}?hl=\{hl\}&gl=\{gl\}}
\]

where \{CA\} is the GP app category (e.g., ART_AND_DESIGN, BEAUTY, etc.), \{COL\} is the GP collection (i.e., topselling_free, topselling_paid) and \{hl\} is the country (i.e., co, br, de, us). Taking into account this, our first effort was to create the list of all possible URL permutations, this list has 268 URLs (67 top charts × 4 countries) that can be accessed in our online appendix[4]. With this in mind, we started requesting the content from the URLs (Fig. 1). In a first experiment, we identified that GP only returns the first 10 apps if a GET request was made. Therefore, after studying the network requests done when refreshing the page, we identified that a POST request could be made with the following JSON as parameter:

\[
\{
'\text{start}': 0, '\text{num}': 100, '\text{numChildren}': 8, '\text{ispf}': 1, '\text{shv}': 1
\}
\]

The extra JSON parameter allowed us to retrieve the first 100 apps for the requested URL. Once we were able to request correctly the list of apps, our next step was parsing the request response to identify the URLs for each app in the list. We used the cheerio npm package [2] to parse and query the response’s HTML with specific identifiers/selectors associated to the apps. Afterwards, we created a list of all apps URLs for the second script to visit and extract the detailed information (2 in Fig. 1). An example of an element of the aforementioned list is:

\[
\{
'\text{weekName}': '20200202-20200208',
'\text{category}': 'education',
'\text{appName}': 'com.brain2016.speaking',
'\text{country}': 'co',
\}
\]

The second script (2 in Fig. 1) reads the generated list and performs a request for each element; once the HTML is returned, it is stored in a folder (1 in Fig. 1), using the following naming structure:

\[
\text{<weekInterval>\(<\text{CA}\)>\(<\text{COL}\>)\(<\text{appPackage}\>.html}
\]

It is important to notice that an app might appear more than once if it belongs to more than one category top chart. As a result of this first phase, we collected 671,041 HTML files for apps in the categories’ top charts of four different countries. These HTML files are the input to our MongoDB dataset generation process.

HTML Parsing: In order to be able to process the HTML files, first we manually analyzed the tags structure of the files. Thus, we randomly selected a subset of the complete set of files and searched for the tags and text patterns to gather the information we required from the HTML snippets. In particular, this subset had files for different categories, countries, top charts and weeks to improve the representativeness of the subset over the complete set. After understanding the HTML files structure, by using the random sample, we developed an HTML parser written in Python (using the BeautifulSoup library) to search the targeted tags and extract its content, before being stored in a database (3 in Fig. 1). Finally, the HTML parser was used on the complete list of files to populate a NoSQL database (1 in Fig. 1) with three collections: app, review and extra app.

During the parsing, we discovered that from weeks 17 to 30, the HTML format changed, thus, it was necessary to search for the new tags and adapt the parser to recognize when the file had the old or the new format. For the app metadata, the new format included different categorical values. Additionally, in the new format, reviews and similar apps information, were not stored in HTML tags but in JavaScript arrays, in consequence, it was imperative to recognize the position of each field inside the array and adapt the parser to extract this information. Besides, when performing this analysis, we found the reviews’ date was written in milliseconds, thus, we didn’t transform it to date because the time zone could be different.
Hall-of-Apps has two storage mechanisms. The first one is raw HTML files; these files are stored by week and grouped by month. Each file has a predefined naming structure to identify the week date in which the apps were extracted, app package, country, collection (i.e., top free or top paid) and category. The second one, is a MongoDB database. We decided to use a NoSQL database due to the redundancy inherited in the extracted data, which in case of being stored in a relational database, it would require to follow the ACID properties[13], and this would generate several tables due to the nature of the data. Additionally, since the text fields in our dataset do not have an established length, if a SQL database were used it would generate a disc partition when using a relational schema.

The MongoDB database consists of three data collections, depicted in Fig. 2. The main collection is called app, because it keeps characteristic information about the app and retrieval dates; however, each app could have reviews, similar apps and more apps from the same developer, thus, because reviews and extra apps have large text fields, we created two new collections, review and extra app. With these two additional collections we wanted to avoid overloading the main collection.

On the one hand, the review collection has information about the author, rating, date and, if the developer wrote a response, it has the text and date. On the other hand, extra app has information about similar apps and others created by developer; to distinguish them, each app has a state field which indicates whether the app is a similar app or another app from the same developer.

Besides, since an app could appear in another country, in a different week or in a different top, we defined ids composed by: retrieved date start and end, app package, category and country.

### 2.2 Data storage

Hall-of-Apps has two storage mechanisms. The first one is raw HTML files; these files are stored by week and grouped by month. Each file has a predefined naming structure to identify the week date in which the apps were extracted, app package, country, collection (i.e., top free or top paid) and category. The second one, is a MongoDB database. We decided to use a NoSQL database due to the redundancy inherited in the extracted data, which in case of being stored in a relational database, it would require to follow the ACID properties[13], and this would generate several tables due to the nature of the data. Additionally, since the text fields in our dataset do not have an established length, if a SQL database were used it would generate a disc partition when using a relational schema.

The MongoDB database consists of three data collections, depicted in Fig. 2. The main collection is called app, because it keeps characteristic information about the app and retrieval dates; however, each app could have reviews, similar apps and more apps from the same developer, thus, because reviews and extra apps have large text fields, we created two new collections, review and extra app. With these two additional collections we wanted to avoid overloading the main collection.

On the one hand, the review collection has information about the author, rating, date and, if the developer wrote a response, it has the text and date. On the other hand, extra app has information about similar apps and others created by developer; to distinguish them, each app has a state field which indicates whether the app is a similar app or another app from the same developer.

Besides, since an app could appear in another country, in a different week or in a different top, we defined ids composed by: retrieved date start and end, app package, category and country.

### 2.3 Hall-of-Apps Description

When uncompressed, the Hall-of-Apps HTML files weight 231GB, thus, the files are available — in our appendix — in a .tar archive and compressed with a compression algorithm called Burrows-Wheeler (BZ2) to generate a .tar .bz2 with a smaller size of 38GB. Moreover, the MongoDB database was exported using mongodump, an utility for creating binaries of the contents, and compressed into a .zip file of size 3.2GB. Both, HTML files and dump, were uploaded to Zenodo to enable further studies. To download the dataset and find further description of Hall-of-Apps, metrics, and tools, we encourage the reader to visit our online appendix [4].

### D3 Visualizations

In order to facilitate the understanding of our dataset, we generated visualizations that aim to explain some metrics, distributions and statistics of the data in the NoSQL database. The visualizations are also available in our online appendix [4].

The scripts used to generate the visualizations are written in JavaScript using the Data Driven Documents library (D3, js). Each of the D3.js scripts contains a function that produces a particular chart/visualization (for example, a Stacked Bar Chart) using as input CSV files that contain synthesized information of various aggregations and/or queries made with the database.

### Metrics

We have collected information over 30 weeks with a total of 671,041 files and apps, in the raw HTML files and database respectively. Table 1 outlines the amount of extracted files grouped by month. In addition, the review collection has 19,095,412 documents, and the extra app collection has 11,415,027 documents. Both collections have more records than apps, because each app can have between 0 to 40 reviews (as scrapped from GP), between 0 to 16 similar apps, and between 0 to 16 more apps from the same developer.

It is worth noting that, despite the fact we requested the first 100 apps in each top, GP not always returned that amount, because of two reasons: (i) sometimes the IP of the machine that was extracting the HTML was banned and, (ii) in not all the cases there were top 100 apps for a category. In consequence, the amount of data changes over time and we could discover some interesting behaviors, for example, GP has a predefined amount of apps in the editor choice depending the country. Detailed information and visualizations about data types and distribution are within our appendix [4].

### 3 LIMITATIONS, CHALLENGES

We ran into several difficulties, challenges and limitations that arose from internal and external threats. For example, HTML files don’t have the same information for all apps, hence, we had to analyze different files from different categories and countries to keep track of all the attributes to extract. Besides, GP changed the format of HTML files in the 17th week; we overcome this challenge by adapting the HTML parser, after performing a new manual analysis of the web pages. We had to search for new tags and to extract reviews and extra apps from a JavaScript array contained inside the HTML. Other limitations are described as follows.

**Banned IP**: During the time we collected the information, we used the same virtual machine to request information from GP, that’s why they banned our machine IP and impeded to pull HTML files over 4 weeks in Colombia and 1 week in Brazil, in the ECL and in the top free and paid lists of some categories, respectively.
When analyzing apps’ metadata from the Google Play store, the research community has focused its efforts on different subfields [25] such as API analysis, feature analysis, release engineering, reviews analysis, and security, among others. Most of the previous studies used metadata to extract features and bugs from reviews and description [8, 10, 12, 14, 15, 23], while others generate new GP categories using clustering and classification models [17, 19, 22, 26]. Other studies have investigated users behavior such as the installation trends of users with recently updated apps [18, 27] or studied the impact of releases on the number of downloads [21]. Additionally, release planning using user reviews analysis has been investigated [31]. However, the aforementioned works were based on metadata from a single time snapshot, i.e., the studies did not include metadata extracted over different periods of time, which could lead to partial/limited analyses of behaviors and results.

Few studies used metadata extracted over different periods of time; for instance, CIRA [24] is a tool that mined GP and Windows Phone Store over a 12 month time period to identify the releases with most impact on ratings and downloads. In addition, Lee and Raghu [20] extracted top apps’ metadata from the Apple App Store during 39 weeks to identify the factors that affect an app’s likelihood of staying in the top (most popular) charts, thus generating more revenue. They collected information for 17,697 apps, through time, getting a final count of about 530K observations. Palomba et al. [28, 29] used reviews from 100 apps to (i) trace informative reviews onto source code change, and (ii) monitor the extent to which developers accommodate crowd requests and follow-up user reactions as reflected in their ratings.

In addition to previous studies, Android-related datasets have been released. AndroidTimeMachine [9] is a graph-based database which contains metadata of 8431 open source Android apps hosted at GitHub. AndroidTimeMachine includes Git repositories with full commit history and metadata extracted from the Google Play store, such as app ratings and permissions to analyze the relationships between source code and metadata. However, AndroidTimeMachine does not have historical records of the apps, thus, it only has a snapshot of the apps. The Android Apps and User Feedback [11] is a large dataset of Android applications belonging to different apps categories, which includes users feedback, documentation of the evolution of the related code metrics and more than 6 hundred app versions. Finally, AndroZoo[5] collects a set of more than 10M APKs extracted from different app’ markets, for malware detection. AndroZoo stores metadata but related to APKs (e.g., APK compilation date, SHA256 hash, etc.)

It is worth noting that the papers and datasets presented above provide useful information for analyses, however, even when some of them take into account changes over time, none of them is purely focused on the GP, its metadata and its changes over different periods of time. Even when, some of them use top apps’ metadata, they are focused on factors that improve sales performance, while Hall-of-Apps includes top apps with the aim of improving release engineering strategies to help developers to release successful apps.

## 5 FUTURE WORK

### Potential Dataset Usage: We expect Hall-of-Apps [7] be used to conduct research in the field of release engineering using classification and prediction models to track survivability of apps in GP. Moreover, Hall-of-Apps could be used for longitudinal studies using Natural Language Processing methods to analyze apps descriptions and reviews; those studies can be focused on changes over time and how they affect the success of an app. In addition, because Hall-of-Apps has data for different time snapshots, potential usages could be in the field of trend analysis, survivability analysis, release engineering strategies, longitudinal market analysis. Note that Hall-of-Apps has information from different countries that could be used to identify specific features that allow apps to be successful in the given country. On top of that, Hall-of-Apps contains information categorized by free and paid top charts, allowing more complex analyses (e.g., paid apps in a given country).

### Dataset improvement: In order to improve our dataset, both the GP scraper and the HTML parser should be adapted to extract information from the current GP website, and increase the size of the dataset. In addition to the dataset, public tools will be released to analyze and perform more complete analyses. Furthermore, it would be desirable to parse raw data right after its extraction to reduce the amount of time it takes to process more than one week at a time. In addition, Hall-of-Apps can be complemented using previous datasets such as, AndroidTimeMachine [9] or RapidRelease [16], which contain metadata from GitHub to include a development perspective, as well as datasets which provide information about changes in permissions [30] and datasets.

Finally, Hall-of-Apps could be improved by extracting information over several months from different stores, such as App Store or unofficial Google Markets (e.g., Anzhi or AppGallery) to compare top apps’ metadata and to determine different success strategies depending on the market.

## 6 CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the Hall-of-Apps [7], a dataset of thousands of records with metadata of successful apps released in the Google Play Store collected over several weeks and for different countries. We make this dataset publicly available with the purpose of supporting different analyzes of app’s behavior over several periods of time. Moreover, we create a comprehensive online appendix that includes (i) the source code of the tools used to extract, parse and visualize the data, (ii) dataset description, (iii) links to download raw HTML data and a MongoDB dump, and (iv) data visualizations. The online appendix is available at [https://bit.ly/2ulkXs8](https://bit.ly/2ulkXs8).
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